Highly Conductive Solid-State Hybrid Electrolytes Operating at Subzero Temperatures.
We report a unique, highly conductive, dendrite-inhibited, solid-state polymer electrolyte platform that demonstrates excellent battery performance at subzero temperatures. A design based on functionalized inorganic nanoparticles with interconnected mesopores that contain surface nitrile groups is the key to this development. Solid-state hybrid polymer electrolytes based on succinonitrile (SN) electrolytes and porous nanoparticles were fabricated via a simple UV-curing process. SN electrolytes were effectively confined within the mesopores. This stimulated favorable interactions with lithium ions, reduced leakage of SN electrolytes over time, and improved mechanical strength of membranes. Inhibition of lithium dendrite growth and improved electrochemical stability up to 5.2 V were also demonstrated. The hybrid electrolytes exhibited high ionic conductivities of 2 × 10-3 S cm-1 at room temperature and >10-4 S cm-1 at subzero temperatures, leading to stable and improved battery performance at subzero temperatures. Li cells made with lithium titanate anodes exhibited stable discharge capacities of 151 mAh g-1 at temperatures below -10 °C. This corresponds to 92% of the capacity achieved at room temperature (164 mAh g-1). Our work represents a significant advance in solid-state polymer electrolyte technology and far exceeds the performance available with conventional polymeric battery separators.